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A method for analysing the inverse of a first-order functional program is 
proposed. This method is based on denotational semantics: we analyse the inverse 
image of a Scott open set under the continuous function which the program 
denotes. Inverse image analysis is one possible way of extending strictness analysis 
to languages with lazy data structures and could perhaps be used to optimise code 
in implementations of such languages. ‘b 1991 Academic Press. Inc 
1. INTRODUCTION 
A function in a functional programming language is said to be strict in 
an argument iff it fails to terminate whenever that argument fails to 
terminate. This term comes from the theory of domains, where a function 
is said to be strict iff it preserves the least (bottom) element. 
Strictness information can be used to optimise code both in sequential 
and parallel implementations of functional languages, see, for example, 
Clack and Peyton Jones (1985). Some form of automatic strictness analysis 
is used by several of the most efficient sequential implementations. Fair- 
bairn (1985), for example, estimated that his Ponder-implementation gains 
a factor of three by strictness analysis. 
The original work on strictness analysis is by Mycroft (1981), who 
analysed a programming language of first-order recursion equations over 
flat base domains. Mycroft’s method was later extended to deal with typed 
higher-order functions by Burn, Hankin, and Abramsky (1985), and to 
polymorphism by Abramsky (1985b). 
Wadler (1987) generalised Mycroft’s method to make it applicable to a 
language with a non-flat base domain-the lazy lists. Mycroft’s and 
Wadler’s methods are both forward analyses. Several authors have instead 
tried backward analyses for computing strictness information for languages 
with lazy data structures. Early attempts, such as Hughes’ (1985) context 
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analysis and Karlsson’s (1985) demand analysis, lacked clear semantic foun- 
dations, however. The present paper and its predecessor Dybjer (1987) 
attempt to explain backwards strictness analysis as inuerse image analysis. 
Alternative explanations have also been given. For example, Hughes (1987) 
used abstract interpretation of continuations, and Wadler and Hughes 
(1987) used projections (in the sense of domain theory) to explain context 
analysis, Burn (1987a, 1987b) developed a theory of evaluation trans- 
formers. Inverse image analysis seems to conform both with Karlsson’s 
demand analysis and Burn’s evaluation transformers, whereas context 
analysis has more general scope, since it can express the notion of head 
strictness. 
The basic notion of inverse image analysis is that of a Scott open set. If 
we look at functions denotationally, that is, as continuous functions between 
domains or equivalently as approximable mappings between neighbourhood 
systems (see Scott, 1981) then it appears that we wish to compute the 
inverse image of a Scott open set under a continuous function 
(approximable mapping) using the basic fact of topology that the inverse 
image of an open set under a continuous function is open. 
What is the relationship between traditional forward strictness analysis 
and inverse image analysis? First, we note that a monotonic function on 
flat domains is strict iff the inverse image under the function of the set of 
total (non-bottom) elements is a set of total elements. For example, instead 
of stating that the addition function on (flat) natural numbers is strict in 
both its arguments, we may state that in order to get a total natural num- 
ber as a result we need to provide two total natural numbers as arguments. 
(See Section 8 for details.) 
But inverse image analysis can determine more than strictness: given a 
function we may wish to know how much information we need to provide 
about the argument(s) in order to get a certain amount of information 
about the result. As an example, consider the function which lazily com- 
putes the length of a list. We may wish to know that in order to get a total 
natural number as a result, we only need to compute the “spine” and not 
the elements of the argument list. 
This paper is a revised and expanded version of Dybjer (1987). The 
notation is changed somewhat and more details are given. The most signifi- 
cant changes are as follows. 
In Section 2, I present a programming language which is the subject of 
the analysis. This language is a typed version of the language used in 
Dybjer (1987). I have changed the presentation of the semantics so that it 
includes both an operational semantics on total values and a denotational 
semantics. The denotational semantics is given in terms of a ternary rela- 
tion between programs and pairs of partial values which is obtained by a 
small modification of the definition of the value relation on total values. 
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This is unlike Dybjer (1987), where a more traditional style of presentation 
was used. The point, which I believe is of independent interest, is to 
emphasize the operational nature of this kind of denotational semantics 
even more than before. 
The treatment in Section 6 of functions of several arguments, which uses 
approximate computations, is also expanded. The two final sections are 
new. Section 7 discusses the treatment of sets which are not Scott open, 
such as the set of infinite lists. Section 8 discusses briefly the relationship 
between inverse images, open sets, and abstract interpretation. 
The following is the list of titles of the remaining sections: 2. An 
applicative programming langauge and its semantics; 3. A calculus of open 
sets; 4. Computing inverse images; 5. Some examples; 6. Functions of 
several arguments; 7. Infinite values; 8. Abstract interpretation; 9. Conclu- 
sion. 
2. AN APPLICATIVE PROGRAMMING LANGUAGE AND ITS SEMANTICS 
Let us consider a typed applicative programming language with a 
normal order operational semantics. This language has a categorical 
combinator flavour since all its expressions denote functions. There are no 
higher-order functions, however, and thus there is some resemblance to 
Backus’ (1978) FP, but note that FP is applicative order and untyped. 
The types of this language are inductively defined by the following rule: 
l Bool, N, A + B, A x B, and List(A) are types if A and B are types. 
We could also add other recursive types, or even have a general fixed point 
construction for recursive types. 
Each type determines a set of (total) values (or data). We write a E A for 
“a is a total value of type A.” These sets are inductively defined by the 
following rules: 
l t t  E Boo1 and ff e Bool; 
l OEN, ands(a)ENifaEN; 
l inl(a)EA+BifaEA, and inr(b)EA+BifbEB; 
l (a,b)EAxBifaEAandbEB; 
l nilE List(A) and a :: b E List(A) if a E A and b E List(A). 
We call tt, ff, 0, s, inl, inr, ( , ), and ::, constructors. 
Each pair of types determines a set of programs. We write f: A -+ B for 
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“fis a program which accepts input of type A and returns output of type 
B.” These sets are generated by the following rules: 
l id: A-A, andgof:A+Ciff:A+Bandg:B-+C; 
l tt: A + Boo& ff: A -+ Boo& and zf f then g else h: A + B if 
f: A + Bool, g: A + B, and h: A + B; 
l 0: A + N, s: N + N, pred: N + N, and zero: N + Bool: 
. inl: A + A + B, inr: B + A + B, and [f, g]: A + B + C if f: A + C 
and g: B+C; 
l (f,g):C+AxB iff:C-+A and g:C-+B, fst:AxB+A, and 
snd:AxB+B; 
l nil: C -+ List(A), f :: g: C + List(A) if f: C + A and g: C + List(A), 
head: List(A) + A, tail: List(A) + List(A), and null: List(A) + Bool; 
l pf.z(f):A+Bifz(f):A+Bwheneverf:A+B. 
(The phrase “z( f ): A -+ B whenever f: A -+ B” should be understood as 
declaring the abstraction t and its type. This assumes that the typed 
A-calculus is used as an underlying theory of expressions. A traditional 
presentation would add a clause which states that a variable of type A -+ B 
is a program of type A -+ B, and would rephrase the last clause as 
l ,uy.z:A+Bifz:A+BandyisavariableoftypeA+B. 
Then the notions of variable binding, open and closed programs, etc., 
would be explained.) 
We let I abbreviate the nonterminating program pf .J Note that the 
language is polymorphic in the sense that a program may have many types. 
There is a ternary relation, the value relation, between programs from A 
to B, values in A, and values in B (compare Lafont, 1988). We write fa =z. b 
for “when f is evaluated with input a then it returns output 6.” (Also here, 
and in several other cases later, we use polymorphic notation.) We have 
the following computation rules: 
l idaaa, and (gof)a =SC iffa*b and gb*c; 
l tt a + tt, ff a * ff, and (if f then g else h) a S. b if f a =S t t  and 
ga*b, or iffa*ff and ha*b; 
l 0 a = 0, s u => s(a), pred(s(a)) aa, zero 0 * t t ,  and zero(s(a)) =~ff; 
l inla+inl(a), inr b= inr(b), [f, g] (inl(a))*c if f a*c, and 
Cf, gl (Wb)) * c ifg b * c; 
l (f,g)c-(a,b) if fc*a and gc*b, fst(a,b)*a, and 
snd(a, b ) =S b; 
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l nila*nil, (f ::g)a*b::c iffaab and ga+c, head(b::c)+b, 
tail(b :: c) * c, null nil 3 t t ,  and null( b :: c) - ,ff; 
l (pf.~(f))a*b if (Wf.T(f))b*b. 
The value relation is deterministic, and hence each program determines a 
partial function from input values to output values. 
The point of this paper is to investigate normal order evaluation and to 
devise a method for finding out how much of the input to a program is 
actually needed to produce a certain amount of output. It is clear that it 
is not enough to know the effect of evaluation on total values: we need to 
have some more informative semantics. One possibility would be to give an 
operational semantics in the style of Plotkin (1981) by defining a notion of 
configuration (program + data), a transition relation between configura- 
tions, and a notion of head (lazy) canonical form. But I have chosen to 
follow the denotational approach instead, using ideas from the domain 
interpretation of type theory by Martin-Lof (1983). This kind of denota- 
tional semantics has a very operational flavour, and we shall see that it can 
be obtained by a simple generalisation of the value relation. 
First, we introduce a set of partial values a for each type A. Partial 
values play a similar role as neighbourhoods in Scott ( 1981), as data 
objects in Scott (1982), and as formal neighbourhoods in Martin-Lof 
(1983). The sets of partial values are defined inductively. The definition is 
identical to the definition of the sets of total values, except that all A’s are 
replaced by a’s, and that there is an extra clause 
l AEA. 
Partial values are ordered with respect to their information content, A 
being least informative. We write u 6 u for “U is less defined than (or equal 
to) u” or “U approximates u.” The approximation relation is defined by the 
following rules: 
. A<u; 
l ttgtt andff<ff; 
l 0~0, and s(u)<s(u’) if u,<u’; 
. in/(u) < inl(u’) if u < u’, and inr(o) < inr(u’) if u < u’; 
l (u, u ) d (u’, v’ ) if u < u’ and u d v’; 
. nil < nil, and u :: u d u’ :: u’ if u < u’ and v < u’. 
From this definition it follows that each set a actually is partially ordered 
by < . Moreover, each pair u and u’ of consistent partial values has a least 
upper bound u v u’. It is thus appropriate to speak of the neighbourhood 
system (A, d ), since it is similar to Scott’s (1981) notion. 
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The maximal elements of these orders are the total values. Note that the 
natural numbers, just like all the other types, are as “lazy” as possible! 
Next the value relation is extended to partial values. So for each pair of 
types A and B we have a ternary relation between programs from A to B, 
partial values in A, and partial values in B. We write fu D o for “when f is 
evaluated with partial input u then it returns at least partial output u.” The 
definition of the new relation is obtained from the definition of the value 
relation by replacing fa * b by fu D v, and by adding the following two 
rules: 
l fur>v iffu’c-VI, U’GU, and v6v’. 
If we fix f, then these rules are two of the three defining rules for an 
approximable mapping, see Scott (1981, 1982). The third is a derived rule: 
l fur>(vvv’)iffu~vandfur>v’. 
In this way we obtain a denoLationa1 semantics: each program f deter- 
mines an approximable mappingfdelined by U~U E f u D v. My programm- 
ing language can be viewed as a fragment of the programming language of 
Martin-LX’s type theory extended with a fixed point operator. The denota- 
tions presented here coincide with the denotations of certain type theory 
programs given in the notes of Martin-LBf (1983), where also some 
theorems concerning the correspondence between the denotational seman- 
tics and the operational semantics (expressed in terms of the lazy value 
relation between programs and canonical programs) are proved. Such 
theorems could of course be proved for this language as well. (They are just 
special cases of the ones for type theory presuming that we have introduced 
a suitable notion of configuration, etc.) 
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I leave until Section 7 the discussion of how to go from posets of partial 
values (neighbourhood systems) to domains and from approximable map- 
pings to continuous functions, see for example Scott (1981, 1982). 
3. A CALCULUS OF OPEN SETS 
A subset U G A is Scott open provided it is upward closed, that is, 
provided 
uEUifu’EUandu’<u. 
We consider certain open set expressions (formal opens) of each type and 
write UE Aopen for “U is an open set expression of type A.” The sets of 
open set expressions are inductively defined by the following rules: 
l @E Aopen, A E Aopen, Un VVE Aopen, and Uv VE Aopen, if UE Aopen 
and V E Aopen; 
. tt E BooloPe” and ff E Boolope”; 
l 0 E Nope”, and s(U) E Nope” if U E Nope”; 
l id(U) E (A + B)Open if U E Aopen, and inr( V) E (A + B)Open if 
V E Bopen; 
l (U, V) E (A x B)Open if U E Aopen and VE Bopen; 
l nil’~List(A)oP’“, and U :: VEL~~~(A)‘~~” if UE Aopen and 
V E List( A)Ope”; 
l pU. T(U) E Aopen, if T(U) E Aopen whenever U E Aopen. 
These open set expressions have been chosen so that it is obvious what 
open sets they denote. For example, A E Aopen denotes r d = A, tt denotes 
ttt= (tt}, and s(U) d enotes {s(u) / u E U}, etc. (Note the overloading: tt, 
for example, is either a value, a program, or an open set expression.) 
Moreover, pU. T(U) E Aopen denotes the set inductively generated by the 
function that T denotes, that is, the least fixed point of that function. We 
have the following: 
PROPOSITION 1. If T(U) E Aopen whenever U E Aopen, then pU. T(U) = 
Uisw ri(lzl). 
Proof: We just need to show that T preserves unions of o-chains 
U,EU,EU~E ... ofsets, that is, that 7’((Ji,,Ui)=Ui,,T(U,). a 
Open set expressions can be simplified by using certain equalities as 
reduction rules. We have for example laws from the algebra of sets, such 
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as, /zlnV=@, AnV=V, @uV=V, AuV=A, Un(VuW)= 
(Un V) u (U n W). We also have other easily derived laws, such as, 
s(D)=@, (0, V)=@, s(U)ns(V)=s(UnV), (U, ul)n(V, V,)= 
(UnV,U’nV’), s(U)us(V)=s(UuV), and (U,U’)u(V,U’)= 
(UuV,U’). (Note that (U,U’)u(V,V’)=(UuV,U’uV’) is not 
a valid law.) Moreover, we have the law that c( U,, . . . . U,)n 
c’( U,, . . . . U,,) = 0, if c and c’ are different constructors. 
For further discussion about rules for formal opens the reader is referred 
to work on the application of formal topology to domain theory, see, for 
example, Abramsky (1987) and Robinson (1987). The precise choice of 
what laws to use (and in what order to apply them) in an implementation 
is outside the scope of this paper. 
4. COMPUTING INVERSE IMAGES 
We are now ready to compute inverse images. First we extend the collec- 
tion of open set expressions by adding a new rule to the definition: 
l f-‘(V) E Aopen iff: A + B and VE Bopen, 
where f-‘(V) denotes the Scott open set {U E a 1% E V.fu D u}. When it 
matters we shall talk about extended versus basic open set expressions 
depending on whether f -’ may or may not be present. 
So our task is to simplify some extended open set expression of the form 
f-‘(V) until w  e arrive at a basic open set expression. We shall first look 
at exact computations, that is, simplifications which preserve semantical 
equality. In Section 6 we shall look at approximate computations. 
We have the following equalities which can be used as reduction rules. 
First, there are some general laws: 
f -‘(0)=0> 
f-‘(A)=A, 
fp’(UnV)=fp’(U)nfpl(V), 
fp’(UuV)=f-‘(U)uf-l(V), 
f p’(pu.T(U))=f -‘(T(pU.T(U))). 
Moreover, we have the following special laws, where W# A, 
Identity and composition: 
id-‘(V)= V, 
(gof)-’ (V)=f pl(g-‘(V)). 
643/90/2-S 
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tt - ‘( tt) = A, 
tt - ‘(If-) = 0, 
fl-‘(tt) = 0, 
ff- ‘(.ff) = A? 
(iff then g else h) --’ ( W) 
=(f-l(tt)ng-l(W))u(f~l(ff)nh-l(W)). 
Natural numbers: 
o-‘(O)=A, 
o-‘(s(n) = 0, 
s-‘(O) = 0, 
s-‘(s( V)) = v, 
pred-‘(W)=s(W), 
zerop’(tt)=O, 
zero-‘(f) = s(A). 
Sums: 
id -‘(inl( U)) = u 
id -‘(inr( V)) = 0, 
inr-‘(id(U))= 0, 
inr ~ ‘( inr( V)) = v, 
[A g]-‘(W)=inl(f-‘(W))uinr(g~‘(W)). 
Products: 
<.I? g>-’ (<V, V)=S-‘(V)ng-‘(U 
fit-‘(W)=(W,A), 
snd-‘( W)= (A, W). 
Lists: 
nil -‘(nil) = A, 
nil-‘(V:: V)=@, 
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(f:: g)-’ (nil) = 121, 
(f:: g)-‘(U:: V)=f-‘(U)ng-‘(V), 
head-‘(W)= W::A, 
tail-‘(W)=A :: W, 
null -‘(tt) = nil, 
null-‘(ff)=A :: A. 
We prove some of these laws. First, for the case of the identity we can 
show that 
idur>vzv<u. 
Hence, if V is a Scott open subset of a, then 
id~‘(V)=(u~~~(~v~V)idur>u}={u~~~(~v~V)v~u}=V, 
since V is upward closed. 
For the case of the conditional we can first show that 
(iffthengelseh)upu 
~(fur>ttAgur>v)v(fuc-ff~hur>v)vv<A. 
Let f: A + Boo/, g: A -+ B, h: A + B, and let W # A be a Scott open subset 
of i?. Then 
(iff then g else h)-’ ( W) 
=(UEA~~VE W.($fthengelseh)ur>v} 
= (uEal3vE W.((f uI>ttr,guc=-v)v(fur>ffAhu~v)vv<A)} 
= {UEApE W.((f UE-ttAgur>V)V(fuC-#AhuG-v))} 
={UE~I%EW.(fUr>ttAgUD-V)} 
u{u~~~~u~W.(fU~ffAhur,u)} 
= {uEA1(3vEtt.f UE-0) A (3UE W.gUr>V)) 
u (u E ‘4 I(3u Eff.f ubu) A (JUG W.hur=-u)} 
=(f-‘(tt)ng-‘(W))u(f-‘(ff)nh-l(W)). 
It remains to analyse recursive programs, that is, programs containing p. 
We first prove a lemma. 
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PROPOSITION 2. Let (q5i)icw be a family of approximable mappings from 
R to B and let V be a Scott open subset of fi. Then 
Proof: 
Now we can prove the following result. 
PROPOSITION 3. Let z( f ): A --+ B whenever f: A -+ B and let T(U) E Aopen 
whenever U E Aopen. Then if WE Bopen and W # A is such that 
(r(f))-‘(W)=T(f-‘(W))forallf:A+B, then 
(pf.z(f))-‘(W)=N.T(U). 
Proof: First, one shows that (the denotation of ) pf .t(f) = IJ iGw zi( I). 
Moreover, since C’(W)=@ and (s’+‘(l))-‘(w)=T((~‘(l))~‘(w)), 
we have that (~‘(1))~’ (W) = T’(a) for all iEco. Thus 
5. SOME EXAMPLES 
EXAMPLE 1. Let us try to compute length -l(N), where length: 
List(A) + N is defined by 
length F pf. if null then 0 else (s ofi tail) 
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and 
N=pU.(Ous(U)). 
(Note that N abbreviates an open set expression and not a type here. The 
overloading is justified by the fact that the set of total natural numbers is 
a Scott open subset of fi.) 
Our objective is to find a T, such that for all programsf, 
(ifnull then 0 else (sofo tail))-’ (N) = T(f-‘(IV)). 
So let us use the laws to get such a T as follows: 
(ifnull then 0 else (sofa tail))-’ (N) 
= (if null then 0 else (sofa tail))-’ (0 us(N)) 
= (if null then 0 else (s of0 tail)) ~ ’ (0) 
u (if null then 0 else (sofa tail))-’ (s(N)) 
=((null-l(tt)nO~l(0))u(null~‘(ff)n (s~f~tail)-’ (0))) 
u (if null then 0 else (sofa tail))-’ (s(N)) 
=((ni1n0-‘(0))u(n2411-‘(ff)n (sofotad-’ (0))) 
u (if null then 0 else (s of0 tail)) ~ I (s(N)) 
= ((niln A) u (null-l(ff) n (sofa tail)-’ (0))) 
u (ifnull then 0 else (sofa tuil))p’ (s(N)) 
= (nilu (null-‘(ff)n (sofa tdpl (0))) 
u (if null then 0 else (sofa tail))-’ (s(N)) 
= (nilu (A :: A n (sofa tail)-’ (0))) 
u (if null then 0 else (sofa tuil))pl (s(N)) 
= (nilu (A :: A n tuil-l(f-l(s-l(0))))) 
u (if null then 0 else (sofa tail))-’ (s(N)) 
= (nilu (A :: A n tail-‘(f-‘(a)))) 
u (if null then 0 else (sofa tuil))pl (s(N)) 
= (nilu (A :: A n tail-‘(@))) 
u (ifnull then 0 else (sofa tail))-’ (s(N)) 
= (nilu (A :: A n 0)) 
u (if null then 0 else (sojo tuil))p’ (s(N)) 
64319012.6 
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=(nilu~)u(ifnull then 0 else (sofa tail))-’ (s(N)) 
=nilu (ifnull then 0 else (sofa tail))-’ (s(N)) 
=nilu((null-‘(tt)nO~l(s(N))) 
u (nullP’(ff) n (sofa tail)-’ (s(N)) 
=ni1u((ni1n0~‘(s(N)))u(nu11~‘(ff)n(s~f0tai1)~’(s(N)))) 
=nilu((niln~)u(null~‘(ff)n(sof~tail)~’(s(N)))) 
=nilu(@u(null-‘(ff)n (sofa tail)‘.’ (s(N)))) 
=nilu (nullP’(ff)n (sofa tail)-’ (s(N))) 
=nilu (A :: A n (sofa tail)-’ (s(N))) 
=nilu (A :: A n tuilP1(fP’(sP’(s(N))))) 
=nilu(A :: A n tuilV’(f-l(N))). 
If f-‘(N) # A we can continue as follows: 
Hence, 
=nilu(d ::dnd ::f-l(N)) 
=nilu(dnd)::(dnf-‘(N)) 
=nilud :: (A nf-‘(N)) 
=nilud ::f-‘(IV). 
T(U)=nilu A :: U, 
for all U# A (and hence for all U). Thus 
lengthk’(N)=pU.(nilu A :: U)=Spine. 
This example shows that only the spine of a lazy list needs to be evaluated 
in order to compute its length. 
EXAMPLE 2. Let lust: List(A) -+ A be defined by 
lust = pf. if (null o tail) then head else (f o tail) 
and compute lust - ‘( W) for an open set expression W # A. If we assume 
that f-‘( W) # A, then the simplification yields 
(if (null o tail) then head else (fo tail)) ~ ’ ( W) 
=W::niluA::(A::Anf-l(W)). 
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Hence, 
lust-‘(W)=pU.(W::niluA::(A::AnU)). 
But since W :: nil v A :: (A :: A v U) c A :: A for all open sets U, it follows 
that 
lastP’(W)=pU.(W::niluA:: U). 
EXAMPLE 3. Let from: N -+ List(N) be defined by 
from = pf id : : ( fc s ) 
and try to compute from ~ ‘(Spine). We get by simplification 
(id:: (fQs))-’ (Spine)=s-‘(f-‘(Spine)), 
and thus the desired T satisfies 
T(U)=s-‘(U). 
Hence, 
f romp’(Spine) = pU.s-I( U) = @. 
This is correct, since from always outputs infinite lists, whereas Spine only 
contains finite lists. 
6. FUNCTIONS OF SEVERAL ARGUMENTS 
So far we have computed exact inverse images. But we cannot expect 
that this always will be possible, so sometimes we will need to approximate. 
An approximation is safe if U 2 f-‘(V), in the sense that U is an under- 
estimate of what is needed and thus safely can be used for transforming 
call-by-need to call-by-value or for setting off parallel computations of 
parts of the input. (Approximations in the other directions can be useful for 
generalising termination analysis, see Mycroft, 1981.) 
Approximations are important when dealing with functions of several 
arguments. Let us consider functions of two arguments. These functions are 
represented as functions from binary Cartesian products, that is, programs 
which accept arguments of the type A, x A,. 
Assume that U is a Scott open subset of A, x A,. We define 
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Clearly, U,, is a Scott open subset of A, and U L2 is a Scott open subset 
of A,. We can deduce some new laws (i = 1,2): 
and, if U # A, 
Aii=A, 
1zIL,=a 
tuu Vi= uli” I/J,, 
(un V),,= Uin v,i, 
<u, v>,,= u, 
(U, v>12= v, 
For open sets of the form pU. T(U) we shall use the following fact. 
PROPOSITION 4. Let T(U) # A E (A x B)Open whenever U E (A x B)Ope”, 
T’(U’)EA’~= whenever U’ E Aopen, T”( U”) E Bopen whenever U” E Bopen, 
T(u),, c T’(U,,) and T(U)1, E T”(U12). Then (pU.T(U),,) G 
,uU’. T’( U’) and (pU. T(U) 12) G @‘I. T”( U”). 
Proof. 
PU.T(U)~PU.(T(U)~I, T(ull,) 
c~u.<T’(u,,h T”(U,,)) 
G (pU’.T’(U’), pU”.T”(U”)). 
The last inclusion follows from the fact that (pU’. T’( U’), pU”. T”( U”)) is 
a fixed point of the function which maps U to ( T’( U, , ), T”( U, *)). 1 
EXAMPLE 4. Let append: List(A) x List(A) + List(A) be defined by 
append=pf .if(null~fst) then snd else ((headofst) :: (fo (tailofst, snd))). 
To calculate the expression append-‘(Spine) we perform simplifications of 
(if(nufZ~fit) then snd else ((headofst) :: (fo (tailofst, snd))))-’ (Spine) 
and get after a number of reductions 
(nil, nil) u (nil, A :: Spine) v ((A :: A, A) 
n (tailofst, snd)-’ (f -‘(Spine))). 
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Hence, if U# A, the sought for T should satisfy 
T(U) = (nil, nil> v (nil, A :: Spine) 
u((d ::A, A)n (taiI~fst,snd)-l (U)) 
G (nil, nil) v (nil, A :: Spine) 
~((A::A,A)n(tail~fst,snd)~‘((U~,,U~,))) 
= (nil, nil) u (nil, A :: Spine) 
u ((A :: A, A) n (tailofst)-’ (U,,)nsnd-‘(UL,)) 
= (nil, nil) v (nil, A :: Spine) 
u((A::A,A)n(A::UI,,A)n(A,U,,)). 
Moreover, 
Hence, 
T(A) = (nil, nil) v (nil, A :: Spine) u (A :: A, A). 
T(U)L,cnilunilu(A::AnA::UL,nA) 
=nilv A :: U,, 
and 
T(U)L,~niluA::Spineu(AnAnU1,) 
=niluA::SpineuUL, 
= Spine v U,,. 
Hence, by Proposition 4, 
appendP’(Spine)l, ~pU.(nilvA :: U)=Spine 
and 
append-‘(Spine) ,* E pU. (Spine u U) = Spine. 
7. INFINITE VALUES 
Consider again Example 3 from Section 5, where we derived that 
from-‘(Spine) = 0. S’ mce Spine is the Scott open set offinite lists, we con- 
cluded that from never outputs finite lists. Now suppose that we would like 
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to know whether from ever outputs infinite lists. But this problem cannot 
be expressed in terms of inverse images of Scott open sets, since the set of 
infinite lists is not Scott open. However, we may consider another topol- 
ogy, which includes the infinite lists among its open sets, and then use the 
same technique. 
In order to describe this, we pass from neighbourhood systems (partially 
ordered sets of finite partial values) to domains (partially ordered sets 
including infinite partial values) and from approximable mappings to 
continuous functions. 
We construct domains as ideal completions, see for example Scott 
(1981, 1982). The domain A of infinite values of type A is constructed as 
the set of ideals over the poset of partial values, that is, subsets x G 2, such 
that, 
’ AEcq 
. u E LX, if u < u’ and u’ E cr; 
. u v u’ E a, if u E SC and u’ E c(. 
If we order A by inclusion, then we obtain a Scott domain, that is, an 
algebraic consistently complete cpo. 
Moreover, if .f: A + B let 7 be the function defined by 
f(a)= {VEBI3UEC(.fUDV}. 
From this definition, it follows that f(cc) E B if CI E 2. 
Finally, a Scott open subset U E a determines a subset D G A by 
One can show that 0 is an upward closed subset of A which is inaccessible 
by directed joins (the usual de$%zition of a Scott open subset of a domain), 
and that Tis continuous in the Scott topology on the domain. 
The set of infinite lists can be represented as a set of elements of a 
domain of lists. This set is upward closed, that is, open in the Aiexandroff 
topology on the domain, but not Scott open. 
Consider the language of open set expressions again, but replace ,U by v. 
The denotation of VU. T(U) is the greatest$xedpoint of T. (So we have the 
same language with a new interpretation.) We write UE A’“-Ope” for “U is 
an open set expression of type A in the modified language.” All open set 
expressions in the modified language denote upward closed (Alexandroff 
open) subsets. One can also prove the following. 
PROPOSITION 5. If  T(U) E A” - Open whenever U E Am Open, then 
VU. T(U) = n,,, T’(d). 
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Proof: The proof of this is similar to the proof of Proposition 1 in 
Section 4. 1 
The laws for inverse images remain valid, but we need to modify the law 
for recursion: 
PROPOSITION 6. Let z( f ): A + B whenever f: A + B, let T(U) E A” ~ Open 
whenever U E A* -Open, and let F(V) E B” ~ Open whenever V E B” -Open. Then 
if (z(f))-’ (F(V))= T(,f-‘( V))for all f: A + B, then 
(/.f.s(f))-’ (vV.F(V))=vU.T(U). 
ProoJ First, one can show that (~f.~(f))-’ (F’(A))= T’(d) for all 
i E o. Thus 
hf.$f))- (vV.FCV)= (~f.r(f))-’ ( n F’(4) iEW 
= (-) hfNf))-’ (Fi(A)) 
= n T’(A) 
itw 
=vU.T(U). 1 
Note that the dual version of this proposition is weaker than Proposi- 
tion 3. 
We can now reinterpret the calculations of Section 5 and conclude that 
length-‘(N”) = Spine” 
and 
f ram-‘(Spine”) = A, 
where N” =vU.(Ous(U)) and Spine& =vU.(niluA :: U). 
8. ABSTRACT INTERPRETATION 
There are some simple but perhaps illuminating connections between 
inverse image analysis and abstract interpretation. An abstract interpreta- 
tion # (in the sense of Burn, Hankin, and Abramsky, 1985) consists of the 
following components: 
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l For each type A one assigns a finite abstract domain A# and a 
continuous abstraction function abs: A + A# which is onto. 
l For each program f: A -+ B one assigns a monotonic function 
f #: gH(A#) + YH(B”), the abstract semantics ofj 
L!?~ is the Hoare powerdomain functor, that is, YH(A) is the set of nonempty, 
Scott closed subsets of A, and YH(T)(X) is the Scott closure off(X). 
The abstraction function determines the two components of the safety 
adjunction (in the sense of Abramsky (1985a)): 
Abs = gH(abs): Y”(A) + YH(As), 
Cone = abs-’ : gH(A#) +$,(A). 
The abstract interpretation is safe with respect to strictness analysis iff 
~"(f)(X)~Conc(f#(Abs(X))) 
for all XE PH(A). 
PROPOSITION 7. The abstract interpretation # is safe iff 
0(C0nc(x))2f~‘(0(C0nc(f #(x)))) for all XE~~(A#), 
where O(X) is the open set which is the complement of the closed set X. 
Proof: The following are equivalent safety conditions: 
~)H(J)(X)~Conc(f#(Abs(X))) for all XEP,,(A), 
~lH(~)(Conc(x))cConc(f"(x)) for all XEY~(A#), 
Cone(x) Gf-‘(Conc(f #(x))) for all x~y~(A#), 
O(Conc(x))2~~‘(B(Conc(f #(x)))) for all XE~$,(A#). 1 
This proposition suggests a new notion of abstract interpretation, which 
is defined in terms of Scott open sets and inverse images. It consists of the 
following components: 
l For each type A one assigns a finite set A$ of Scott open sets, such 
that (A, A” u {A}) is a subtopology of the Scott topology. 
l For each program f: A -+ B one assigns a monotonic function 
f$: A$+ B$. 
The interpretation is safe with respect to strictness analysis if 
f-'(fTU) E u 
for all UE A’. 
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We may also conclude that given A$ for each type A there is a best safe 
abstract semantics for each f: A + B: 
f$(U)=U {VEB’I~-~(V)HI}. 
Each safe abstract interpretation in the old sense determines a safe 
abstract interpretation in the new sense by defining 
A$= {O(Conc(.u))IxE~~(A#)) 
and 
f-$(U) = O(Conc(f”(Abs(V( U))))). 
U(U) is the closed set which is the complement of the open set U. The new 
definition does not require that the finite lattice of open sets comes from a 
power domain, however. A similar attitude is taken by Burn (1987a), 
where PH(A “) is replaced by any finite lattice. 
We can now rephrase Mycroft’s original approach to strictness analysis 
which uses a two point abstract domain. It corresponds to selecting, for 
each type A, the two open sets Def = {u E 2 1 u # A} and 0. 
Another example is the four point abstract domain for lists introduced 
by Wadler (1987) and used by Burn (1987a, 1987b). Here we have the 
following correspondences: 
Wadler’s domain: I a3 IG TE 
Burn’s evaluators: lo <i t2 r3 
Open set expressions: Def Spine List(Def) 0, 
where List(Def) = pU. (nilu Def :: U). Let L&(,4)$ be these four open sets 
and let N$= {N, /zl}, where N =pU.(O u S(U)). Then we can give the 
program length: List(A) + N an abstract interpretation length’: List(A)$ + 
N’ as follows: 
Zength’(Def) = N, 
length$( Spine) = N, 
It is safe, since 
length$(list( Def)) = (25, 
length’(@) = 0. 
length ~ ’ (0) = $3 E List( Def ). 
length - l(N) = Spine c Def 
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It is also possible to consider backward propagation of open set expres- 
sions in As corresponding to safe approximate inverse image computations 
as in Section 6. This is the idea behind Burn’s (1987a. 1987b) evaluation 
tran$ormrrs explained in the language of inverse image analysis. 
9. CONCLUSION 
Interest in inverse image analysis has arisen for several different reasons. 
I have been motivated by its relationship to strictness analysis. Harrison 
and Khoshnevisan (1986) viewed it as a way of getting some of the extra 
power of logic programming in a purely functional system. Bjerner (1989) 
and Wadler (1988) needed it for time analysis of lazy functional programs. 
Inverse images of open sets have also been used in domain theoretic 
accounts of Dijkstra’s predicate transformers, see Plotkin (1980) and 
Smyth (1983). Continuing this tradition Abramsky (1987) formulated a 
“dynamic logic of computable functions” which contains inference rules 
similar to my laws for inverse images. 
What remains to be done? 
l One can try implementing an algorithm based on the laws for com- 
puting inverse images and the simplification laws for open set expressions. 
But it is clear from the examples shown above that it would only succeed 
in simple cases unless clever symbol manipulation ideas are introduced. 
l It is probably the case that an algorithm which is practically useful 
in a compiler has to make use of abstract interpretation as discussed in 
Section 8. It remains to investigate what abstractions are most useful. 
l The method should be extended to higher-order functions. 
l The relationship between inverse image analysis and context 
analysis should also be investigated further. 
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